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    Stay in the loop with Piermont Bike!

    Pedal your way to adventure with insider news delivered right to your inbox. Sign up now and gear up for an exciting ride ahead!
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Are you looking for a stylish, high-quality bicycle for cycling? Do you want to purchase a bicycle for mountaineering? Welcome to Piermont Bicycle Connection, the best online cycle shop where all your search ends. 

 

We deal with high-quality, branded bicycles, bicycle components, and accessories. We have a wide range of bicycles for multiple purposes, including road cycles, mountain cycles, kids cycles, e-bikes, se-bikes, and hybrid bikes. Our state-of-the-art bicycles will surely lure your mind and heart. 

 

We have a premium collection of state-of-the-art, luxurious, and highly comfortable bicycles from renowned brands like BMC Switzerland, Blackheart Bike Co, Cannondale, Frog Bikes, GT Bicycles, Julianna, and others. With just a few clicks, you can choose any of these bicycles for your personal or professional use from the best bicycles online shop. 

 

Furthermore, we also offer a wide range of best bicycle accessories and components for your convenience. If you want to add some additional accessories to your best all mountain bike, road bike, e-bikes, or others you can browse through our accessories section. Thanks to our customer-centric approach and superior services, we are the best online cycle shop with a sheer reputation. 

 

No matter what your budget is, we have a bicycle for you. Our premium range starts from $265 to $15,000. You can rest assured of the quality of the bicycle you buy from the best bicycles online shop. 

 

Another attraction worth mentioning here is our computer-controlled GURU DYNAMIC FIT UNIT™ (DFU™) that helps adjust your riding position in real-time. The main aim of the Fit Lab is to improve your comfort and efficiency by adjusting your riding position. 

 

Piermont Bike's state-of-the-art, computer-controlled GURU DYNAMIC FIT UNIT™ (DFU™) adjusts your riding position in real-time to maximize your comfort and efficiency. It has many benefits. Once your riding position is measured, we can customize your bicycle with exact measures so that you can enjoy your ride without any injuries or issues.
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          This is a great bike shop with service while you wait when you need it. Their prices are good compared to other shops. I use this bike shop and there are a lot of others closer to my house. And they never try to sell you something you don't need. This is the bike shop others should aspire to be.
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              Tom Rudd

              
              Cyclist

            

          

        

      

    

      
      
      
      
        
          
            
          Total bike buying experience was excellent. But writing specifically about getting professionally fit for a bike. The full fitting process took 3 HOURS! Just getting the right shoes, pedals and placement takes an hour. Which may sound insane, but this time and attention to detail makes the difference between numb feet and comfort when you ride a lot.
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          This is by far the best shop in lower NY. It has a large inventory, great cafe,and the best mechanics in the area.
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              Cyclist

            

          

        

      

    

      
   
       
           
Custom Bike Fit.
  Jason is an expert at his craft. I could not be happier with the results of my custom bike fit. Jason is extremely knowledgeable and patient. He answered all of my question and made me feel like a pro athlete. Thank you Piermont Bike Shop and Jason for the service that you provide.
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              John Kolesar. 

              
              Cyclist


      
      
      
  



      	


    

    
    
      	
  
  
    
      
        
          
             

            
              
                Piermont Location Hours April 1st - October 31st

	Monday: Closed
	Tuesday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
	Wednesday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
	Thursday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
	Friday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
	Saturday: 9:00am - 6:00pm
	Sunday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
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            Need some help?

            We're here and ready by phone and chat every day, 9:00am - 6:00pm EST
            	
Call
	
Chat
	
Email
	
FAQ
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      By using our website, you agree to the use of cookies. These cookies help us understand how customers arrive at and use our site and help us make improvements.
    Hide this message
    More on cookies »
  


    






